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"Mood Matters" makes the radical assertion that all social events ranging from fashions in music
and art to the rise and fall of civilizations are biased by the attitudes a society holds toward the
future. When the "social mood" is positive and people look forward to the future, events of an
entirely different character tend to occur than when society is pessimistic. The book presents
many examples from every walk of life in support of this argument. In addition, methods are
given to actually measure the social mood and to project it into the future in order to forecast
what’s likely or not over varying periods of time. Casti's writing is a pleasure to read and its
contents an eye-opener."They [the chapters] tell an engrossing story, and the mystery heightens
as it goes. . . . it's chatty and knowing." Greg Benford, Physicist and science-fiction writer, author
of "Timescape" and "Deep Time""I am struck by how thought-provoking it all is. I am sure that
your book will draw a lot of attention" Tor Norretranders, Science writer, author of "The Generous
Man" and "The User Illusion".

From the reviews:"They [the chapters] tell an engrossing story, and the mystery heightens as it
goes. . . . it's chatty and knowing." Greg Benford, Physicist and science-fiction writer, author of
"Timescape" and "Deep Time""I am struck by how thought-provoking it all is. I am sure that your
book will draw a lot of attention" Tor Norretranders, Science writer, author of "The Generous
Man" and "The User Illusion".“This is John Casti’s bold hypothesis in Mood Matters, which
challenges both traditional financial theory and human gut reaction about how the world works.
… The wealth of facts he presents should serve as valuable fuel for future scientific researchers
arguing both for and against socionomics. In these times of financial turmoil, many people will
pick up Mood Matters with the hope of predicting financial markets. … The book emphasizes the
importance of sociometers in signaling that fate.” (Richard Taylor, Science, Vol. 329, September,
2010)“Readable, exhaustively researched, and completely iconoclastic, this book was a
pleasure for me on many levels. I am always eager to hear about new ways to view this old
world, and Casti has a very new way to view world events. His thesis is that the mood of the
people isn’t MADE by events, but … MAKES events. … The exhaustive research I mentioned is
all documented in his appendices.” (Richard Derus, LibraryThings, October, 2010)“In Mood
Matters (2010) John Casti says a lot of things … about how ones attitude (mood) shapes events,
and how we cycle back and forth between pessimism and optimism (mood). … a thought
provoking book.” (LibraryThing, August, 2010)“Mood Matters is great fun to read as Casti’s
writing throughout is smooth, intelligent and humorous. … Casti explores the correlation
between the ‘mood of the crowd’ and a range of other trends … and events, including the fall of
nations and the outbreak of war. It is a hugely interesting and wide-ranging study. … For those
involved in assessing trends and in predicting future events, whether social, political or



economic, this book … change the whole way they ply their trade.” (Goodreads, August,
2010)“John Casti … offers a truly unique and different perspective of why things happen – in our
lives, in our world, and in our political systems. … I find John’s views of external events to be
fresh and interesting … . he gives a very interesting view of how social influences indirectly – yet
directly – impact the economic well-being of our society … . John has done a really nice job … .
Mood Matters is a very well-written book, very detailed, and very thorough.” (Abraham
Aizenman, TodayNewsline, February, 2011)From the Back Cover"Mood Matters" makes the
radical assertion that all social events ranging from fashions in music and art to the rise and fall
of civilizations are biased by the attitudes a society holds toward the future. When the "social
mood" is positive and people look forward to the future, events of an entirely different character
tend to occur than when society is pessimistic. The book presents many examples from every
walk of life in support of this argument. In addition, methods are given to actually measure the
social mood and to project it into the future in order to forecast what’s likely or not over varying
periods of time. Casti's writing is a pleasure to read and its contents an eye-opener."They [the
chapters] tell an engrossing story, and the mystery heightens as it goes. . . . it's chatty and
knowing." Greg Benford, Physicist and science-fiction writer, author of "Timescape" and "Deep
Time""I am struck by how thought-provoking it all is. I am sure that your book will draw a lot of
attention" Tor Norretranders, Science writer, author of "The Generous Man" and "The User
Illusion". About the AuthorJohn L. Casti is a Senior Research Scholar at the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in Laxenburg, Austria, where he works on the
development of early-warning methods for extreme events in human society. He is also the co-
founder of The Kenos Circle, a Vienna-based society for exploration of the future, and author of
the previous bestselling volumes, Paradigms Lost, Would-Be Worlds and The Cambridge
Quintet. He lives in Vienna.Read more
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Alan Hoshor, “An indispensible insight into society's future. John Casti's new book deserves to
be read by any person that cares about humanity's future. We live in a time of change. 'Mood
Matters' gives us a metric with which we may guide ourselves; and as a counter point to popular
manias. Back in 1841 Charles Mackay wrote 'Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the
Madness of Crowds' to debunk manias of the previous centuries. Mackay's accounts of societal
feedback loops document human crowd behavior on a grand scale. What this book does is to
explain why these crowds deluded themselves.'Mood Matters' is open and readable. John Casti
writes in a layman accessible style with both humor and insight. John leads his reader down a
logical path developing his premise about the predictability of human endeavors. At the end of
the book, the reader is convinced that social mood is a measurable attribute. We also become
convinced that world society is headed for a change in mood from our relatively buoyant last 60
years.'Guns, Germs, and Steel', Jared Diamond's 1998 book won the Pulitzer Prize for its
comparative method applied to the differing rates of buildup of human societies. In 2005
Diamond wrote 'Collapse'. Together Diamond's two books document how resources availability
influences a society's stability. What John Casti has done is provide a forecast that explains how
the madness of crowds will lead to common delusions about how to invest limited resources for
common survival. John has given us the barometer to measure the weather of social mood. At
the same time he explains the conundrum in Diamond's historical accounts. Why did those
societies choose to fail?My main disappoint with this book is that its theory of "socionomics" is in
its infancy. While it provides a light down the tunnel of the future, it by no means shows us which
path to take when the tunnel forks. I think my metaphor of a weather report is a good one. Most
people depend on weather forecasts for their daily choices of attire and weekly planning for
outdoor events.  'Mood Matters' gives us a similar tool for human events.”

Alex, “One of the best books on socionomics, a highly under-looked area of research. Giving my
review as an academic researcher. This book has been an inspiration for me over many years,
igniting ideas for several research studies. Highly under-looked area of research, particularly
relevant in the present days. I also liked the way it was structured, with each chapter telling a
separate story while keeping the overarching focus very well.”

T. Draper, “Mood Matters. This book is not only very interesting, but also very insightful and
engaging. I give it a hearty thumbs up.”

John M. Lowe, “Lessons in Socionomics. The following review is based on an advance copy of
Mood Matters (2010) by John L. Casti that I received from participation in the Library Thing Early
reviewers program.So what exactly is socionomics? After all, that's what this book is about. I
could only find two online resources with English definitions that include the word socionomics:
Wikipedia and Investopedia. In the Wikipedia article, I learned that the word socionomics was



coined by Robert R. Prechter, Jr. who postulated in 1979 that "social mood drives financial,
macroeconomic, and political behavior, in contrast to the conventional notion that such events
drive social mood." In the Investopedia article, I learned that socionomics was "the study of
social mood and its effects of social behavior." To illustrate, Investopedia observes that "where
the traditional view would be that recessions cause businesses to become cautious, the
socionomic view says that businesses become cautious and cause recessions." That's the way
Casti thinks and writes -- upside down and backwards.Prepare yourself. Casti's book is not an
easy read. For instance, I extracted a randomly selected sample of Casti's prose, ran it through
Gunning's Fog Index Calculator, and got a measure of 21.7, which places the text somewhere
north of high school level. Thankfully, the book concludes with a very helpful annotated
bibliography, greatly smoothing the pathway to our understanding of socionomics.Before
reading Casti's book, let me hasten to say that the more you know about the following topics
before reading what Casti has to say about them, the easier it will be to understand Casti. For
example, it would be beneficial for readers of Mood Matters if they were already acquainted with
such topics as the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH), the Elliott Wave Principle (EWP),
Fibonacci Numbers, Herding Instinct, Ideavirus (Unleashing the Ideavirus by Seth Godin is
claimed to be the most downloaded eBook of all time -- betcha didn't know that!), Kondratiev
Cycles (K-waves: improvement, prosperity, recession, depression), Memetics, the Random Walk
Theory (RWT), and the Socionomics Central Hypothesis.Casti's book needs to be read in the
light of two books by Robert R. Prechter, Jr.: Socionomics: The Science of History and Social
Prediction (2003) and The Wave Principle of Human Social Behavior and the New Science of
Socionomics (2002). Prechter's socionomic hypothesis postulates that internally regulated, not
externally controlled, social mood is the primary driver of social action. Jargonauts like to restate
Prechter's socionomic hypothesis in academic-speak by saying that, "in contexts of uncertainty,
endogenous processes, not exogenous causes, create patterns of social behavior."Perhaps a
third book, namely, The (mis)Behavior of Markets (2004) by Benoit Mandelbrot, should also be
required reading before attempting to comprehend Casti's Mood Matters. I bring this to the
reader's attention because Elliott Waves are fractal in nature, and Mandelbrot presents "a fractal
view of financial turbulence," as he makes his case against the Efficient Market Hypothesis.It
would also help to read Appendix A, Elliott Wave Analysis, in Mood Matters before wading into
the core of the book. There you will learn about Elliott waves and Fibonacci retracements,
triangles and zigzags, regular cycles and supercycles.The Socionomics Central Hypothesis can
be diagrammed hierarchically as follows:"Herding Instincts + Interaction"leads to"Social Mood
(Beliefs and Feelings)"which leads to"Social Behaviors and Collective Events"Flow through the
chart is one-way, from top to bottom. There is no movement in the opposite direction, from
events to mood, and from mood to herding instincts, i.e., from bottom to top.If this book is about
culture, social mood, and behaviors, why the focus on financial charts? What does the Dow
Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) have to do with rising skirt lengths and the collapse of world
powers? Casti explains that he searched for years for a "Mood Meter." What kind of sociometer



could he employ to measure the "temperature" of a population's mood? He considered several
possibilities, including assessments of people's beliefs and feelings about the future, Internet
data mining of search trends (like Google Trends), public opinion surveys and questionnaires,
birth rates, and semantic textual analysis. Casti finally landed on financial market indexes, such
as the DJIA, to measure the extremes of pessimism and optimism in society. Quoting journalist
Kenneth Chang, Casti concluded that "A market is the combined behavior of thousands of
people responding to information, misinformation and whim." Quoting Robert Prechter, Casti
observed that charts of the DJIA and similar stock market indexes are literally drawings "of how
the scales of mood are tipping. A decline indicates an increasing 'negative' mood on balance,
and an advance indicates an increasing 'positive' mood on balance." It's as simple as that. For
example, it is popularly believed that a bull market makes investors optimistic. On the contrary,
socionomics says that optimistic investors create a bull market.Does Casti make a good case for
the "Science of Socionomics?" Yes. Sorta, kinda. Am I convinced? No. There are simply too
many variables to be explained for one index to explain them all. Picking and choosing seems to
be the name of Casti's game. Meanwhile, if the reader has been won over by the validity of the
Socionomics Central Hypothesis, I have a hot tip for you. Buy stocks when hemlines are low and
sell stocks when hemlines are high.”

The book by John L. Casti has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 14 people have provided feedback.
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